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AIR

Lay  at Air provides an alternative from heavy, bulky conventional air hoses.  It is 
an extremely light and compact hose that is easily coiled and stored when not in 
use.  Due to its relatively thin wall construction, this hose is not recommended in 
very rugged applications, but it does have surprisingly good puncture and scuff 
resistance. Its nitrile composition also provides resistance to heat, oil, diesel, 
grease, acids, sewage, and salts.  The ribbed cover reduces dragging friction to 
prolong life.  NOTE:  Take caution when running this hose at high pressure or 
with excessive end pull as it may result in coupling retention issues.

Temperature Range:  -300C (-220F) to +750C (1670F)
Construction:  Yellow nitrile rubber with an embedded woven high-tensile polyester reinforcement.
Typical Fittings:  Universals with very de  ned/machined barbs for grip (ie. N32D-), Ground Joints (Interlocking Bolt Clamps are NOT suitable 
due to wall thickness), N176 Hex Hose Barbs, N305/310 Long Shanks (WATER use only), triple Band-it straps, crimp sleeves on small ID 
sizes - up to 1” (crimp sleeves are not recommended on large bore heavy duty air hoses such as 1-1/4” to 4” due to the tough cover 
and wall thickness).  Note: 1-1/4”-2” 4-lug Universals should NOT be used in critical applications or heavy duty air/water, it is a relatively 
poor and unsafe design for proper coupling integrity. Whipcheck Safety Cables are mandatory on heavy duty air hoses for safety reasons.
 Inside  Out. WP @200C (700F)     Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter Air (Water)**    Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length***
 3/4” NL1050-075 1.05” 300 psi (400)   - .13 C    50/100/200ft
 1 NL1050-100* 1.20 300 (400)   - .20 A    50/100/200
 1-1/2 NL1050-150 1.76 200 (300)   - .26 C    50/100/200
 2 NL1050-200 2.27 200 (300)   - .35 A    50/100/200
 3 NL1050-300 3.28 150 (250)   - .64 C    50/100/200
 4 NL1050-400 4.32 150 (250)   - 1.19 C    50/100/200
*1” is also available in an economical PVC alternative for water discharge applications only. 
**Take caution when running this hose at high pressure or with exsessive end pull as it may result in coupling retention issues. 
***Continuous lengths up to 200’ or longer are available on special request.

AIZ

$ 3.80
4.09
6.13
7.09

10.64
14.04

$ 2.92
3.14
4.71
5.45
8.18

10.80

 Hose  End  Weight 
 Size Length Type Part # lbs/lgth Stk    Price/Ea
 1” 50ft     Universals  A1050100X50-15 13.9 P $ POR  
 1 100     Universals A1050100X100-15 25.9 C POR  
 1 100     NPSM  A1050100X100-17 25.9 P POR  
      Popular assemblies are listed above, others are available (substitute the 
X50 with desired length). 

Universals 
Suf  x (-15)

Standard End Con  gurations:

Brass NPSH (not for air)
Suf  x (-17)

Jackhammer air is a cost effective air hose with a high visibility, smooth cover 
which offers users an alternative to heavier duty air hoses like our NL1010 or 
NL1019.  It has an EPDM tube and cover which provides limited resistance to oil 
and abuse, so it is better suited for contractor use where oil exposure is limited 
- such as in irrigation blow out or other air applications where little to no oil is 
used to lubricate tools; however, the EPDM construction does provide excellent 
resistance to heat, ozone, and weathering.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction: Tube:  Black EPDM rubber. Cover: Smooth, yellow EPDM rubber.  Reinforcement: Polyester yarn.
Typical Fittings:  Universals, Double Lock/Twist Lock Quick Acting, N176 Hex Hose Nipples, N315/320 Long Shanks (water only), punch 
clamps/crimp sleeves.  Whipcheck Safety Cables are mandatory on heavy duty air hoses for safety reasons.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 50’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3/4”  NL1005-075 1.15” 250 psi 4.5” .38 C    600 ft$ 2.48

Hose  End  Weight 
 Size Length Type Part # lbs/lgth Stk    Price/Ea
 3/4” 50ft      Universals  A1005075X50-15 20.0 C $ 109.35

Universals 
Suf  x (-15)

Standard End Con  gurations:

$ 1.95

  NL1050  ~   YELLOW  LAYFLAT AIR

Ground Joints 
Suf  x (-41, -51)

 NL1005 ~   YELLOW  JACKHAMMER AIR

$ 1.77

Z00

Z00
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HosePro Recommends:

Whipcheck Safety Cables are to be used on all 
Heavy Duty Air Hose Assemblies.  Shown properly 
installed with no slack, fully extended.

Section 12.15 Restraining devices 
Effective means of restraint must be used 
(a) on a connection of a hose or a pipe if inadvertent disconnection could 
     be dangerous to a worker,
(b) if unplanned movement of an object or component could endanger a 
     worker, or
(c) to secure an object from falling and endangering a worker. 

    NL1015 ~  YELLOW   GENERIC AIR 400PSI
AIR

Hose  End  Weight     
 Size Length Type Part # lbs/lgth Stk     Price/ea
 1/2” 50ft     Universals  A1015050X50-15 15.8 P
 3/4 50      Universals A1015075X50-15 22.2 P 
 1 50      Universals A1015100X50-15 30.1 P  
 1/2 50       Mining  A1015050X50-09 15.9 P  
 1 50       Mining  A1015100X50-09 29.7 P  
 3/4 50       Nationals A1015075X50-HS 22.4 P  
 1 100     NPSM  A1015100X100-17 58.6 P  
 2 50       Ground Joint* A1015200X50-51 74.6 P 
*Spuds are sold separately.  Always re-tighten bolt clamps before EACH use.

Popular assemblies are listed, others are available (substitute the X50 with 
desired length).  For “crimped on” ends, use a “C” as a suf  x. 

Standard End Con  gurations:

Universals 
Suf  x (-15)

Brass NPSH (not for air) 
Suf  x (-17)

Mining Fittings
Suf  x (-09)

Nationals
Suf  x (-HS)

Ground Joints 
Suf  x (-41, -51)

Z00

Suf  x -15

NL1015 is used in similar applications as our NL1019, however it has been 
formulated differently to provide a lower price-point option for applications where 
handling characteristics and resistance to the elements are less of a factor.  Its 
blended cover is resistant to standard abrasion, weathering, and gouging and 
its blended tube is resistant to heat and moderate oil mist (RMA Class C petro-
leum based mist, do not use this hose with vegetable oil or mineral oil).  Popular 
assemblies are listed below.
Temperature Range:  -300C (-220F) to +750C (1670F)
Construction: Tube:  Black SBR/NBR rubber blend. Cover: Wrapped, yellow SBR/EPDM rubber blend.  Reinforcement: Synthetic yarn.
Typical Fittings:  Universals, Ground Joints, Double Lock/Twist Lock Quick Acting, N176 Hex Hose Nipples, N315/320 Long Shanks 
(water only), punch clamps/crimp sleeves on small ID sizes (up to 1”), interlocking bolt clamps (crimp sleeves are not recommended on 
large bore heavy duty air hose applications such as 1-1/4” to 4” due to the tough cover and wall thickness - use interlocking bolt 
clamps).  Note: 1-1/4”-2” 4-lug Universals should only be used in non-critical  uid transfer applications, they are NOT be used in critical 
applications or heavy duty air, it is a relatively poor and unsafe design for proper coupling integrity.  Whipcheck Safety Cables are mandatory 
on heavy duty air hoses for safety reasons.  Interlocking bolt clamps MUST be checked and re-tightened before EACH use due to the cold 
 ow/setting characteristics of rubber hose!

 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
 1/2” NL1015-050 .89” 400 psi    - .30 C    50/100 ft
 3/4 NL1015-075 1.19 400    - .45 B    50/100
 1 NL1015-100 1.49 400    - .62 B    50/100 
 1-1/4 NL1015-125 1.84 400    - .72 C    50/100
 1-1/2 NL1015-150 2.09 400    - .82 C    50/100
 2 NL1015-200 2.58 400    - 1.20 B    50/100

$ 1.91
2.83
3.72
5.45
6.57
8.78

  

50/100ft
Coils
Only 

$114.06
155.87

  190.40
126.64
211.68
217.73
381.60
525.00
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 Hose  End  Weight     
 Size Length Type Part # lbs/lgth Stk     Price/ea
 1/2” 50ft     Universals   A1019050X50-15 15.8 P  
 3/4 50      Universals A1019075X50-15 22.2 A  
 1 50      Universals A1019100X50-15 30.1 A  
 1/2 50       Mining  A1019050X50-09 15.9 P  
 1 50       Mining  A1019100X50-09 29.7 P  
 3/4 50       Nationals A1019075X50-HS 22.4 P  
 1 50       Nationals A1019100X50-HS 29.1 P   
 1 100     NPSM  A1019100X100-17 58.6 P  
 2 50       Ground Joint* A1019200X50-51 74.6 P 
*Spuds are sold separately.  Always re-tighten bolt clamps before EACH use.

   NL1019 ~   CONTRACTORS C4 AIR 400PSI
AIR

Popular assemblies are listed, others are available (substitute the X50 with 
desired length).  For “crimped on” ends, use a “C” as a suf  x. 

Standard End Con  gurations:

Universals 
Suf  x (-15)

Brass NPSH (not for air) 
Suf  x (-17)

Mining Fittings
Suf  x (-09)

Nationals
Suf  x (-HS) Ground Joints 

Suf  x (-41, -51)

Z00

$ 174.55
201.45
256.12
187.58
267.16
259.46
345.18
471.70
680.38

Suf  x -41, -51

NL1019 is a versatile heavy duty air hose for mining, construction, and other 
industrial applications up to 400psi (however most  ttings and clamping methods 
do not permit such operating pressures).  It can also be used as a heavy duty 
 washdown hose on docks or in mills.  Our NL1019 is made from higher grade 
compounds as compared to other more economical yellow air hoses on the mar-
ket; its cover provides good handling integrity and grip while resisting standard 
abrasion, weathering, and gouging.  Its tube is resistant to heat and moderate oil 
mist (RMA Class C petroleum based mist, do not use this hose with vegetable 
oil or mineral oil).  Popular assemblies are listed below.
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction:  Tube: Black SBR/NBR rubber blend. Cover: Wrapped, yellow SBR/EPDM rubber.  Reinforcement: Synthetic yarn.
Typical Fittings:  Universals, Ground Joints, Double Lock/Twist Lock Quick Acting, N176 Hex Hose Nipples, N315/320 Long Shanks 
(water only), punch clamps/crimp sleeves on small ID sizes (up to 1”), interlocking bolt clamps (crimp sleeves are not recommended on 
large bore heavy duty air hose applications such as 1-1/4” to 4” due to the tough cover and wall thickness - use interlocking bolt 
clamps).  Note: 1-1/4”-2” 4-lug Universals should only be used in non-critical  uid transfer applications, they are NOT be used in critical 
applications or heavy duty air, it is a relatively poor and unsafe design for proper coupling integrity.  Whipcheck Safety Cables are mandatory 
on heavy duty air hoses for safety reasons.  Interlocking bolt clamps MUST be checked and re-tightened before EACH use due to the cold 
 ow/setting characteristics of rubber hose!

 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk*
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
 1/2” NL1019-050 .91” 400 psi - .30 A    50/100/200ft
 3/4 NL1019-075 1.22 400 - .42 A    50/100/200
 1 NL1019-100 1.46 400 - .57 A    50/100/200 
 1-1/4 NL1019-125 1.66 400 - .72 B    50/100/200
 1-1/2 NL1019-150 2.05 400 - .84 A    50/100/200
 2 NL1019-200 2.64 400 - 1.20 A    50/100/200
 2-1/2 NL1019-250 3.15 400 - 1.70 C    50/100/200
 3 NL1019-300 3.66 400 - 1.95 B    50/100/200
 4 NL1019-400 4.72 400 - 2.90 C    50/100/200
*Available in continuous lengths up to 400ft - use part number NL1021-SizeX400.

$ 3.20
3.70
4.84
6.96
8.53

11.41
15.09
18.15
25.70

$ 4.16
4.81
6.30
9.05

11.09
14.84
19.62
23.60
33.41
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Standard “air” hoses can be used with nitrogen, however many plants and industrial 
facilities designate certain colours for their nitrogen system to prevent accidental 
connection or use of nitrogen in general air, con  ned space, or breathing air sys-
tems.  A nitrogen enriched environment or system, which depletes oxygen from 
the air, cannot be detected by human smell and will result in asphyxiation (nitrogen 
containing no oxygen can only be detected with special instruments).  Our NL1040 
has an abrasion, weather, and ozone resistant “green” cover.  It is also available 
with a blue cover (NL1041) for those plants or facilities that require blue as their 
colour of choice for nitrogen.
Temperature  Range:  -300C (-220F) to +930C (1800F)
Construction:  Tube: Black synthetic rubber.  Cover: Wrapped, synthetic rubber (green NL1040, blue NL1041) with a yellow layline stripe.  
Reinforcement:  Multiple plies of synthetic yarn.
Typical Fittings:  Universals, Boss Ground Joints, N176 Hex Hose Nipples, Interlocking Bolt Clamps, Crimp Sleeves, Whipcheck Safety Cables. 
 Inside  Outside Working Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C(700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
 1/2” NL1040-050 0.96” 400 psi - .37 N  - $ POR 50/100/200ft
 3/4 NL1040-075 1.28        400 - .55 C  - POR 50/100/200
 1 NL1040-100 1.55 400 - .71 C  - POR 50/100/200

AIR
  NL1026 ~  HD  ROCK DRILL  400PSI AIR - HIGH OIL RESISTANT TUBE

NL1026 was speci  cally designed for rock drill air hose applications which will be 
subject to heavy amounts of oil saturated air.  Oil will typically prematurely break 
down the tube of traditional air hoses with an SBR or EPDM tube by swelling the 
tube and making it very soft and spongy - which will lead to blowouts typically 
near the end  ttings.  So our NL1026 was designed with a nitrile rubber tube to 
resist petroleum based mist (do not use this hose with vegetable oil or mineral 
oil).  Other than the specially compounded tube, the construction of this hose is 
very similar to our NL1019 C4 Air Hose.  
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction:  Tube: Black nitrile/NBR rubber, high oil resistance.  Cover: Wrapped, yellow SBR/EPDM rubber.  Reinforcement: Synthetic yarn.
Typical Fittings:  Universals, Ground Joints, Double Lock/Twist Lock Quick Acting, N176 Hex Hose Nipples, N315/320 Long Shanks 
(water only), punch clamps/crimp sleeves on small ID sizes (up to 1”), interlocking bolt clamps (crimp sleeves are not recommended on 
large bore heavy duty air hose applications such as 1-1/4” to 4” due to the tough cover and wall thickness - use interlocking bolt 
clamps).  Note: 1-1/4”-2” 4-lug Universals should only be used in non-critical  uid transfer applications, they are NOT be used in critical 
applications or heavy duty air, it is a relatively poor and unsafe design for proper coupling integrity.  Whipcheck Safety Cables are mandatory 
on heavy duty air hoses for safety reasons.  Interlocking bolt clamps MUST be checked and re-tightened before EACH use due to the cold 
 ow/setting characteristics of rubber hose!

 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   50/100’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Only Price/ft Length
 3/4” NL1026-075 1.22” 400 psi - .42 B  -  50/100 ft
 1  NL1026-100 1.46 400 - .57 B  -  50/100
 2 NL1026-200 2.64 400 - 1.20 B  -  50/100

$ 6.25
7.26

15.39

  NL1040 ~   GREEN  NITROGEN/AIR SERVICE HOSE
AIZ

NL1040 Green 
(standard)

NL1041 Optional 
Blue Colour

NL1041 Optional 
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GSI
    NL1395 ~  GOODYEAR  GORILLA MULTI-PURPOSE 500

Hose  End  Weight    
 Size Length Type Part # lbs/lgth Stk     Price/Ea
 3/4” 50 ft Univ  A1395075X50-15 20.7 C   
 1 50 Univ A1395100X50-15 30.1 C  
 1/2 50 Mining A1395050X50-09 15.0 P  
 1 50 Mining A1395100X50-09 31.1 P  
*Spuds are sold separately.  Always re-tighten bolt clamps before EACH use.

Popular assemblies are listed, others are available (substitute the X50 
with desired length). For “crimped on” ends, use a “C” as a suf  x. 

Standard End Con  gurations:

Mining Fittings
Suf  x (-09)

Ground Joints 
Suf  x (-41, -51)

$ 393.29
528.39
353.30
539.22

Universals 
Suf  x (-15)

Domestic Universals 
Suf  x (-16)

ZG0

How it Works:
Simply let us know you have a multi-purpose hose test application in which you want to 
try Goodyear Gorilla.  Give us some details about your application, what brand and type 
of hose you’re currently using and the average service life you’ve been getting.  We will 
then provide you the test length of Gorilla hose and invoice you at your regular selling 
price.  Goodyear Gorilla is guaranteed to outlast the multi-purpose hose it replaced, or 
Goodyear will give you back double what you were invoiced!  No catch.  No strings.  Simple 
as that!  Contact our customer service team for further details. 

If you are tired of wearing out and replacing expensive heavy duty yellow air 
hoses, Gorilla could be your solution.  Gorilla is a premium, hi-visibility  yellow 
multi-purpose hose used in factories, construction, agriculture, quarries, mines, 
railroads, oil/gas industry, and ship building.  Its exceptionally tough, MSHA 
approved cover will resist heavy amounts of oil and abrasion, while its tube 
resists heat, excessive petroleum based oil as well as vegetable oil and mineral 
oil (typically breaks down more economical rubbers). Due to its textile reinforce-
ment, Gorilla is 30-40% lighter in weight as compared to heavy duty, steel wire 
reinforced yellow air hoses. This hose will last much longer than traditional textile 
braided air hoses and will handle much more rugged conditions. Gorilla was 
designed to reduce handling costs, inventory costs, replacement costs, down 
time, and safety concerns.
Temperature  Range: -290C (-200F) to +880C (1900F)
Construction:  Tube:  Smooth, black Chemigum (RMA Class A). Cover: Smooth, yellow Carbryn rubber blend (MSHA approved, RMA Class 
A). Reinforcement:  Lightweight, high quality Flexten Cord with a 4:1 safety factor.
Typical Fittings:  N400 Brass barbs (up to 3/8”), Universals, Ground Joints, Double Lock/Twist Lock Quick Acting, N176 Hex Hose Nipples, 
N315/320 Long Shanks (water only), punch clamps/crimp sleeves on small ID sizes (up to 1”), interlocking bolt clamps (crimp sleeves are 
not recommended on large bore heavy duty air hose applications such as 1-1/4” to 4” due to the tough cover and wall thickness 
- use interlocking bolt clamps).  Note: 1-1/4”-2” 4-lug Universals should only be used in non-critical  uid transfer applications, they are 
NOT be used in critical applications or heavy duty air, it is a relatively poor and unsafe design for proper coupling integrity.  Whipcheck 
Safety Cables are mandatory on heavy duty air hoses for safety reasons.  Interlocking bolt clamps MUST be checked and re-tightened 
before EACH use due to the cold  ow/setting characteristics of rubber hose!
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 50’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3/8” NL1395-038 .75” 500 psi - .22 C    500 ft
 1/2 NL1395-050 .91 500 - .28 B    500
 3/4 NL1395-075 1.19 500 - .41 B    500
 1 NL1395-100 1.50 500 - .57 B    450
 

$ 5.19
7.20
8.39

11.51

$ 4.71
6.54
7.62

10.46

$ 6.60
9.16

10.67
14.65

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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NL1065 Boston Bulldog Gold is an extremely heavy duty, high working pressure, 
wire reinforced air hose designed speci  cally for severe applications in oil  eld, 
mining, construction, or industrial service.  Its thick construction resists heavy 
abuse, abrasion, gouging, tugging, excessive oil, and very high temperatures.  
The special rubber compounding of this hose also gives it excellent resistance to 
petroleum based oil as well as vegetable oil and mineral oil.  It is a quality hose 
that is priced between traditional, regular steel wire air hoses (i.e. NL1060) and 
higher end, more expensive steel reinforced hoses on the market.

Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +1210C (2500F)
Construction:  Tube: Black nitrile (RMA Class A). Cover: Wrapped, MSHA approved, pinpricked black carboxylated/nitrile with a white 
stripe. Reinforcement: Multiple spiral plied steel wire.
Typical Fittings:  Boss Ground Joints, interlocking bolt clamps (crimp sleeves are NOT recommended due to the tough cover and wall 
thickness - use interlocking bolt clamps only).  Eaton 1A Series permanent crimp  ttings for sizes 1-1/4”, 1-1/2” & 2 Only.  Whipcheck Safety 
Cables are mandatory on heavy duty air hoses for safety reasons.  Interlocking bolt clamps MUST be checked and retightened before EACH 
use due to the cold  ow/setting characteristics of rubber hose!
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Bulk Bulk Bulk 
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Only Price/ft Length
 2” NL1065-200 2.66” 600 psi - 1.97 C  -  50/100/150 ft
 3 NL1065-300 3.72 600 - 3.15 C  -    50/100/150

AIS
  NL1060 ~  YELLOW HEAVY DUTY  STEEL AIR

NL1060 is an extremely heavy duty, MSHA approved air hose designed for 
rugged applications.  This hose will provide long service life in heavy construc-
tion, mining, or quarry applications.  Its steel reinforcement withstands extreme 
abuse, tugging, and pulling.  Its cover provides excellent abrasion and weather 
resistance, while its tube is resistant to heat and oil “mist” from compressors; if 
the tube is subject to too much oil then this hose will swell and fail prematurely, 
as with excessive or prolonged heat which will degrade the rubber compounds.  
For higher oil and heat resistance refer to our NL1065 Boston Bull Dog.  For a 
lighter weight hose with excellent resistance to abrasion, oil, and abuse, refer to 
our NL1395 Gorilla.  NL1060 meets RMA Class B  standards (medium/high petro-
leum based oil resistance, do not use this hose with vegetable oil or mineral oil).
Temperature  Range: -400C (-400F) to +930C (2000F)
Construction:  Tube: Black NBR rubber blend. Cover: Wrapped, yellow synthetic rubber.  Reinforcement:  Multiple plies of steel wire.
Typical Fittings:  Universals, Boss Ground Joints, Double Lock/Twist Lock Quick Acting, N176 Hex Hose Nipples, N315/320 Long Shanks 
(water only), interlocking bolt clamps (crimp sleeves are not recommended on large bore heavy duty air hoses such as 1-1/4” to 4” 
due to the tough cover and wall thickness - use interlocking bolt clamps).  Note: 1-1/4”-2” 4-lug Universals should NOT be used in 
critical applications or heavy duty air/water, it is a relatively poor and unsafe design for proper coupling integrity. Whipcheck Safety Cables 
are mandatory on heavy duty air hoses for safety reasons.  Interlocking bolt clamps MUST be checked and retightened before EACH use 
due to the cold  ow/setting characteristics of rubber hose!
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight   Regular Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock  Price/ft Price/ft Length
 1/2” NL1060-050 0.94” 600 psi - .40 C    50/100 ft
 3/4 NL1060-075 1.22 600 - .57 B    50/100
 1 NL1060-100 1.50 600 - .70 A    50/100
 1-1/4 NL1060-125 1.77 600 - .93 C    50/100
 1-1/2 NL1060-150 2.01 600 - 1.33 C    50/100
 2 NL1060-200 2.56 600 - 1.67 A    50/100 
 2-1/2 NL1060-250 3.11 600 - 2.33 C    50/100
 3 NL1060-300 3.62 600 - 3.00 B    50/100
 4 NL1060-400 4.72 600 - 4.13 C    50/100

Hose  End  Weight    
 Size Length Type Part # lbs/lgth Stk     Price/Ea
 3/4” 50ft     Universals   A1060075X50-15 24.0 P 
 1 100     MxF NPSM A1060100X100-17 67.0 P  
 1 50       Mining  A1060100X50-09 35.0 P  
 2 50       Boss GJ* A1060200X50-41 84.0 P  
*Spuds are sold separately.  Always re-tighten bolt clamps before EACH use.

Popular assemblies are listed, others are available 
(substitute the X50 with desired length). 

Z00

Standard End Con  gurations:

Universals 
Suf  x (-15)

Brass NPSH (not for air)
Suf  x (-17)

Mining Fittings
Suf  x (-09)

Ground Joints 
Suf  x (-41, -51)

$ 6.70
8.30
9.31

11.54
16.10
16.55
25.78
33.39
54.14

$ 5.15
6.38
7.16
8.87

12.38
12.73
19.83
25.68
41.64

$ 332.65
693.00
383.39
840.07

  

  NL1065 ~  BOSTON  BULL DOG GOLD

$ 32.23
44.37

AIS
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 A = Very Common Item - Good Stock B = Common Item - Moderate Stock
 C = Less Common Item P = Production N = Check for availability 

Refer to the Technical Section on the selection, installation, use 
and maintenance of hose &  ttings prior to use.
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  NL1110 ~   GOODYEAR PYROFLEX II  HOT AIR  BLOWER

This is a smooth bore te  on hose with a 304 stainless steel cover that is commonly 
used across a variety of industries.  The below assemblies are typically used 
for high temperature compressor discharge on commercial trucks or industrial 
applications. Since the reinforcement is exposed and also acts as a cover, it is 
not designed for abusive or rugged environments.  Due to the rigid nature of 
te  on tubing, special attention must be taken to prevent this hose from kinking 
or exceeding its bend radius (minimum bend radius is 6.5” on A52510 and 7.7” 
on A52512).  

095T
  A525 ~    COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE

NL1110 is a specialty hose that is speci  cally designed to convey non-oily, hot 
air up to 1630C (3250F) from manifold blowers on dry-bulk transport trucks or for 
in-plant compressors to holding tanks used in the transfer of dry bulk materials.  
This hot air is designed to eliminate moisture buildup in dry bulk products.  Our 
NL1110 Goodyear Pyro  ex II has a better “force-to-bend” radius as compared 
to competing hot air blower hoses on the market and remains  exible over 
longer periods of time.  In order to reduce waste when cutting bulk lengths, the 
most common length is 14’ (works out to approximately 15’ length when  ttings 
installed), but we can cut it to another length if required.  Its cover is resistant 
to heat, weathering, and ozone.  This hose is not suitable for oily environments 
due to its EPDM rubber composition.
Temperature Range:  -290C (-200F) to +1630C (3250F)
Construction:  Tube:  Black EPDM rubber blend. Cover:  Wrapped, black EPDM rubber.  Reinforcement:  Wire helix between synthetic textile plies.
Typical Fittings:  Domestic aluminum camlocks with Viton gasket, crimp sleeves/ferrules, strapping, punch clamps.

Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 14’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3” NL1110-300 3.55” 100 psi 7” 1.93 C    100 ft
 4 NL1110-400 4.61 100 10 2.65 B    100

AIH

$ 35.72
45.17

$ 42.87
54.21

$ 39.30
49.69

For more information
refer to the:
Auto, Truck & Marine Section - Pg. 95 

AIH
  NL1120 ~  HOT AIR  BLOWER 150

$ 22.89
32.01

$ 27.47
38.42

$ 25.18
35.22

NL1120 is a generic Hot Air Blower hose used in the same applications as our 
higher end NL1110 Goodyear Pyro  ex II, however, it is available at a lower price 
point for competitive applications where superior handling characteristics are 
not of prime concern.  It is speci  cally designed to convey non-oily, hot air up to 
1630C (3250F) from manifold blowers on dry-bulk transport trucks or for in-plant 
compressors to holding tanks used in the transfer of dry bulk materials.  This hot 
air is designed to eliminate moisture buildup in dry bulk products.  
Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +1630C (3250F)
Construction:  Tube:  Black EPDM rubber blend.  Cover:  Wrapped, black EPDM rubber.  Reinforcement:  Spiral double wire helix between 
synthetic textile plies.
Typical Fittings:  Domestic aluminum camlocks with Viton gasket, crimp sleeves/ferrules, strapping, punch clamps.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 14’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3” NL1120-300 3.55” 150 psi 18” 1.75 B     100/200 ft
 4 NL1120-400 4.65 150 20 2.60 B    100/200

 FC300 ~ HI-TEMP BLUE TEXTILE SAE100R5 SINGLE WIRE W/ AQP ELASTOMER

FC300 is a popular, blue textile covered SAE100R5 hose used for high tem-
perature (hydraulic oil up to 3000F), medium pressure hose for hydraulic, air, 
water, gasoline, diesel, or various coolants.  Due to its special AQP elastomer 
construction it is suitable for higher continuous operating temperatures and it is 
estimated it to last 5 times longer than standard SAE100R5.  The external fabric 
braided cover permits heat loss, but it is not designed to withstand abrasion.  
FC300 meets DOT/FMVSS 106 Type A2, USCG/MMT (contact New-Line for 
exact approvals), AAMVA, DNV, ABS, and SAE100R5, SAEJ1019, SAEJ1402 
requirements.  FC300 can also be used as a high temperature air compressor 
discharge however, it’s not designed for rugged applications as it does not have 
a rubber cover to withstand abrasion.

Temperature Range:  -490C (-550F) to +1500C (3000F);  air not to exceed +1210C (2500F).  AQP is not rated for steam use.

For more information 
refer to the:
Hydraulic Section - Pg. 183

In 2015 Goodyear EP Hose
is becoming 
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 A = Very Common Item - Good Stock B = Common Item - Moderate Stock
 C = Less Common Item P = Production N = Check for availability 

Refer to the Technical Section on the selection, installation, use 
and maintenance of hose &  ttings prior to use.
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   NL1170 /  NL1175 ~  KURITEC A1243H SERIES BLACK  PVC  AIR  BREATHING

NL1170 is a non-toxic, kink resistant, lightweight PVC textile reinforced hose that 
is used in general Type C air supply lines, paint spray booths, indoor in-plant air 
service, outdoor open air service and to connect manifolds to masks (NOT for 
diver’s air or for use in Alberta).  This hose will satisfy the “off-gassing test” as 
described in MIL-H-2815F (sections 3.12.2 & 4.5.10), and when properly cou-
pled, this hose will satisfy the air supply line requirements of Type C respirators.  
This hose is not for use as a diver’s hose, a NEMO hose, for self-contained 
air packs, or for use in sour gas applications.  It is manufactured with FDA 
compliant compounds and RoHS requirements and we offer it in a standard tem-
perature as well as a low temp version.  NIOSH only certi  es complete breathing 
respirators and does not issue certi  cations on individual components, such as 
hoses.  All replacement hoses for NIOSH-certi  ed apparatus must have prior 
NIOSH certi  cation as part of that unit.

Temperature Range:  Standard NL1170: -260C (-150F) to +650C (+1500F).  Low-Temp NL1175-:  -400C (-400F) to +650C (+1500F)
Construction:  Tube:  Clear, smooth PVC compound, formulated in compliance with FDA CFR Title 21 parts 170-199. Cover:  Non-toxic, 
UV and ozone-resistant black PVC compound.  Reinforcement:  High tensile strength yarn.
Typical Fittings:  N400 brass or stainless hose barbs, FBL brass ferrules.  When inserting  ttings, it is recommended not to use lubricants 
which may contaminate the line.  For sealing threaded  ttings, only our N160-xxx Loctite 545 is recommended. 
SPECIAL NOTE:  When using quick disconnect couplings, use “sleeve lock” series such as our HAN3000-SL to reduce the chance of 
accidental disconnection.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 50’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
  Standard
 1/4” NL1170-025 (heavy wall) .63” 250 psi - .14 C    300 ft
 3/8 NL1170-038 .69 250 - .14 A    300
 1/2 NL1170-050 .88 250 - .20 C    300
  Low-Temp
 3/8” NL1175-038 .75” 400 psi - .19 C    300 ft

 Size NPT Length Part # Weight Stk 1-9 10+
 1/4” 1/4” 50ft   A1170025X50-69 4.0 P  
  1/4 100 A1170025X100-69 8.0 P  
 3/8” 1/4 25 A1170038X25-70 3.6 C  
  1/4 50 A1170038X50-70 7.2 B  
  1/4 100 A1170038X100-70 14.3 C  
 3/8” 3/8 25 A1170038X25-69 3.6 P  
  3/8 50 A1170038X50-69 7.2 P  
  3/8 100 A1170038X100-69 14.3 P  

Standard assemblies are coupled with brass solid male 
NPT each end (stainless steel NPT ends are available 
on special request).  Any “non-stock” assemblies can 
be made up from our bulk inventory.  SPECIAL NOTE:  
When using quick disconnect couplings, use “sleeve 
lock” series such as our HAN3000-SL to reduce the 
chance of accidental disconnection.  

AIB

Z47

$ 130.48
240.43

64.61
110.70
201.10

66.07
111.65
201.88

$ 124.26
228.98

61.53
105.42
191.52

62.92
106.33
192.26

Our Syn  ex 34BA is used in similar applications to our NL1170, except it has 
a hi-vis yellow cover and, unlike NL1170, this can be used for self-contained 
rescue air tanks WHEN PROPERLY ASSEMBLED with 90L Permanent Crimp 
Fittings.  It can also be used for breathing apparatus in sandblasting areas or 
asbestos removal.  This hose is NOT for use as a Divers Air Breathing line.
It is lightweight, kink resistant, and resists general abrasion. 

Temperature Range:  -260C (-150F) to +660C (1500F)
Construction:  Tube:  Polyester lined tube. Cover:  Smooth, yellow perforated PVC. Reinforcement: Synthetic  bre.
Typical Fittings:  For Self-Contained Rescue Air Tanks ONLY use 90L Permanent crimp  ttings (Syn  ex Swage Die #H06 - part # 4540).  
When inserting  ttings, it is recommended not to use lubricants which may contaminate the line.  For sealing threaded  ttings, only our 
N160-xxx Loctite 545 is recommended.  
SPECIAL NOTE:  When using quick disconnect couplings, use “sleeve lock” series such as our HAN3000-SL to reduce the chance of 
accidental disconnection.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular Std 50’ Bulk Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft Increments Price/ft Length
 3/8” 34BA-06 .697” 250 psi 1.50” .137 C    300 ft

AIB

$ 2.83$ 3.40 $ 3.12

   34BA ~ HI-VIS YELLOW  SYNFLEX PVC AIR BREATHING

We also offer NL1177 Lifeline as an ABSA approved 
air breathing hose speci  cally designed for the 
Alberta marketplace!

This hose is not for use as a diver’s hose, a 
NEMO hose, for self-contained air packs, or for 
use in sour gas applications.

$ 2.69
2.20
4.23

$ 3.17

$ 2.47
2.02
3.88

$ 2.91

 

$ 2.24
1.83
3.52

$ 2.64
  

3/8” 1/4” & 1/2”
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Refer to the Technical Section on the selection, installation, use 
and maintenance of hose &  ttings prior to use.
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HYS
       NL542 ~ ULTRA HIGH PRESSURE  FLUOROPOLYMER HOSE
NL542 ultra high pressure hose is constructed with a Fluoropolymer innercore of 
non-conductive PFA that can be used for a variety of compressed gas cylinder 
 lling, oxygen, nitrogen, Co2 Carbon Dioxide, and certain outdoor helium appli-
cations where effuse is permissible (a PFA innercore is not for use with hydrogen 
or indoor helium as it can effuse into the atmosphere, only an ETFE innercore will 
prevent effuse of helium or hydrogen).  NL542 can also be used for breathing air 
life support packs, hydraulic phosphate ester transfer, high pressure paint spray, 
epoxy/adhesive systems, and certain high pressure food grade applications.  
NL542 incorporates one braided layer of high tensile kevlar  ber and one layer 
of stainless steel.  This engineered construction reduces weight and improves 
bend radius while increasing burst pressure.  An integral, abrasion resistant, 
smooth Hytrel cover protects the exterior braid.  All lengths are factory coupled 
and certi  ed.  For gas applications, assemblies are to be tested with nitrogen to 
6000psi and, for  uid transfer applications, to be hydrostatically tested to 9000psi.

NL542 shown 
w/ Male NPT

NL542 shown 
w/ Female JIC

For more information 
refer to the:
Metal Hose & Specialty Section - Pg. 172

AIB

Standards

Exceeds

 Size NPT Length Part # Weight Stk 1-4 5+
     Plated NPT Ends     
 1/4” 1/4” 50ft  A1190025X50-94 4.0 C  
  1/4 100 A1190025X100-94 8.0 C  
 3/8” 1/4 50 A1190038X50-94 7.2 B    
  1/4 100 A1190038X100-94 14.3 C      
    Plated NPT Ends with Locking Quick Connects
 1/4” 1/4” 50ft A1190025X50-94C 4.4 P  
  1/4 100 A1190025X100-94C 8.4 P   
 3/8” 1/4 50 A1190038X50-94C 7.6 B   
  1/4 100 A1190038X100-94C 14.7 C   
    Stainless Steel NPT Ends    
 1/4” 1/4” 50ft A1190025X50-94SS 4.0 P  
  1/4 100 A1190025X100-94SS 8.0 P  
 3/8” 1/4 50 A1190038X50-94SS 7.2 B  
  1/4 100 A1190038X100-94SS 14.3 C  

Z47

Do not attempt to repair 
or assemble. Factory 
assembled only!

   NL1190 ~  SAFELINE LOW-TEMP AIR  BREATHING HOSE AB9603

$ 180.09
323.35
209.64
375.50

235.01
376.29
308.94
475.78

  

$ 171.51
307.95
199.65
357.61

223.81
357.61
294.22
453.12

   
POR
POR
POR
POR

NL1190 Safeline is a low-temperature, non-toxic, kink resistant, lightweight PVC 
textile reinforced hose that exceeds NIOSH air-supply line requirements and 
tests of Type C respirators as described in Table 8 to 42 CFR Part 84,                     
subpart J including the test for permeation of hose by gasoline.  Safeline also 
meets the requirements of section 25, ASTM D380-94(2006), low temperature tests 
on complete hose and is manufactured with FDA compliant compounds.  This 
hose is not for use as a diver’s hose, a NEMO hose, for self-contained air packs.  
Note: NIOSH only certi  es complete breathing respirators and does not issue 
certi  cations on individual components, such as hoses.  All replacement hoses for 
NIOSH-certi  ed apparatus must have prior NIOSH certi  cation as part of that unit.

Temperature Range:  -400C (-400F) to +650C (+1500F)
Construction:  Tube:  White, smooth PVC compound, formulated in compliance with FDA CFR Title 21 parts 170-199. Cover:  Non-toxic, 
UV and ozone-resistant black PVC compound with blue stripe.  Reinforcement:  Two layers of high tensile strength yarn.
Typical Fittings:  *WARNING: Custom Manufactured Factory Assemblies Only.  All assemblies must be tested & certi  ed and supplied 
with certi  cate.  For sealing threaded  ttings, only our N160-xxx Loctite 545 is recommended. 
SPECIAL NOTE:  When using quick disconnect couplings, use “sleeve lock” series such as our NBS105-x-SL (brass) or NSS105-x-SL 
(stainless) to reduce the chance of accidental disconnection.
 Inside  Outside W.Pressure Bend Weight  Regular                          Bulk  Bulk
 Diameter Part # Diameter @200C (700F) Radius lbs/ft Stock Price/ft                          Price/ft  Length
 1/4” NL1190-025  .59” 400 psi - .13 C -                    Custom Manufactured 300 ft
 3/8 NL1190-038 .75 400 - .19 A -                   Factory Assemblies Only 300


